In an experimental effort, some 150 schools across the country have already begun to implement innovations such as listed on this and the next page. These are their own ideas for change.

Ed Leadership mission experimented with a simple idea: Innovation-IN-PROCESS-Fellowships. In the years 2009, 10 and 11, some 35, 112 and 89 fellowships were awarded. As some schools received more than 1 fellowships, the total number of schools involved in implementing innovations are some 150 spanning across most states of India.

Punam Majhi, Nepal
Using elements of theatre like hands puppets for interactive classroom teaching.

Mahajan Bipin Vijay, Poddar International School, Maharashtra
Open a lab room named “World Unity Center Imparting Value Education Lessons to students”

Arunabh Singh, Nahru World School, Ghaziabad, UP
Virtual World Tour
Use the technology of video conferencing for students to interact with other students across the globe.

Lalita nandel, Dev Model School, Chandigarh
Using portrayal of cartoons & comic characters for moral education of children

Jyoti Kashyap, City Montessori School, Lucknow
Peace Garden
Teaching children the essence of peace among each other through a peace garden in school.